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Travel Assistance
U.B. Incoming
Purpose of the
insurance
Destination
Coverage
(EURO)

Insurance with limited duration of 3, 6 or 12 months, designed for students who come to Spain
to expand their studies, teachers and researchers, incorporating medical assistance due to
illness with a limit of Euro 100.000

Exclusively for Spain and countries belonging to the Schengen area.
Coverage


Medical, pharmaceutical or hospitalization benefits:

Dentistry emergency expenses during a trip abroad
 Medical transfer or medical repatriation
 Hotel expenses
 Transfer or repatriation of mortal remains
 Travel expenses of the companion of mortal remains
 Loss or theft of baggage
 Lodging expenses of the companion of the
hospitalized insured person
 Extension of stay
 Early return of the insured person due to the death of
a family member
 Early return of the insured person due to serious
damage to the residence
 Dispatch of objects forgotten during the trip
 Delay in the delivery of luggage registered in public
transport
 Transmission of urgent messages
 Advance of funds
 Defense of criminal liability abroad
Death or permanent disability because of accident
during the trip
Private Civil Liability
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Sum insured EURO
100.000 €
100 €
Unlimited
720 € (72 €/10 days)
Unlimited
Unlimited
450 €
Unlimited
Starts from the 5th day
720 € (72 €/10 days)
Unlimited
Unlimited
120 €
120 €
From the 12th hour
Included
1.500 €
3.000 €
6.000 €
30.000 €

